
Unraveling the FM 09-31 MCRP 3-1 Formerly
MCRP 16C Tactics Techniques and
Procedures for Fire
Fire is an ever-present danger that can wreak havoc if not adequately controlled.
Understanding the intricacies of fighting fire is critical for firefighters and
emergency personnel. Luckily, FM 09-31 MCRP 3-1 Formerly MCRP 16C Tactics
Techniques and Procedures for Fire provides a comprehensive guide to
mastering the art of fire control.

In this article, we will delve deep into the intricacies of FM 09-31 MCRP 3-1,
understanding its importance, key concepts, and valuable techniques that can
make a world of difference in the face of a fire emergency.
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FM 09-31 MCRP 3-1 Formerly MCRP 16C Tactics Techniques and Procedures
for Fire is a document issued by the United States Marine Corps to guide fire and
emergency personnel in handling various fire incidents effectively.

This comprehensive manual aims to provide detailed instructions, procedures,
and techniques required to prevent, contain, and extinguish fires in diverse
environments. It covers everything from small-scale fires to large-scale
conflagrations, ensuring that firefighters are armed with the knowledge needed to
tackle any fire emergency.

Demystifying FM 09-31 MCRP 3-1 Key Concepts

To fully grasp the significance of FM 09-31 MCRP 3-1, it is crucial to understand
its core concepts. Let's explore some essential aspects covered in this document:

Tactics and Techniques

The manual offers a wide array of tactics and techniques used to combat fires
effectively. It provides detailed instructions on actions to be taken by fire and
emergency personnel at various stages of a fire incident. This includes size-up
procedures, fire suppression strategies, ventilation techniques, searching for
victims, and more.

Procedures and Guidelines

FM 09-31 MCRP 3-1 presents well-defined procedures and guidelines,
establishing a common framework for fire operations. It elucidates the roles and
responsibilities of personnel involved in the incident response, emphasizing
coordination, communication, and teamwork.

Fire Dynamics



The manual also delves into the science behind fire and its behavior. It provides a
comprehensive understanding of fire dynamics, including how fires spread, the
impact of ventilation on fire growth, and the behavior of different fire types. Armed
with this knowledge, firefighters can make informed decisions and employ
appropriate tactics for maximum effectiveness.

Valuable Techniques and Procedures

FM 09-31 MCRP 3-1 offers a plethora of valuable techniques and procedures for
firefighters and emergency personnel. Let's delve into some of the most crucial
ones:

Size-Up and Initial Actions

The manual outlines a systematic process for evaluating a fire scene and
formulating an effective response plan. It covers factors such as building
construction, occupancy, fire intensity, and potential hazards that need to be
considered during the initial stages of an incident. This information enables
firefighters to assess risks accurately and take appropriate actions swiftly.

Fire Attack Techniques

FM 09-31 MCRP 3-1 provides an array of fire attack techniques tailored for
different scenarios. It includes techniques such as direct attack, indirect attack,
and combination attacks, each with its advantages and considerations.
Understanding these techniques equips firefighters to select the most suitable
approach based on fire conditions, available resources, and incident objectives.

Search and Rescue Operations

In situations where occupants are trapped, FM 09-31 MCRP 3-1 outlines search
and rescue operations in great detail. It covers search priorities, strategies,



communication procedures, and victim removal techniques, ensuring the safe
extraction of individuals amidst the chaos of a fire emergency.

Unlocking the Secrets Behind FM 09-31 MCRP 3-1

To truly master the tactics, techniques, and procedures outlined in FM 09-31
MCRP 3-1, firefighters and emergency personnel must undergo rigorous training
and practical experience. Fire academies and specialized courses dedicated to
fire control provide hands-on training, allowing individuals to apply the knowledge
gained from the manual effectively.

Remember, FM 09-31 MCRP 3-1 Formerly MCRP 16C Tactics Techniques and
Procedures for Fire serves as an invaluable resource, but its true power lies in its
proper implementation. Embracing the knowledge contained within this document
enables firefighters to combat fires with confidence, protect lives, and minimize
property loss, making our communities safer and more resilient.
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FM 3-09.31 MCRP 3-31.1 (Formerly MCRP 3-16C) Tactics, Techniques, and
Procedures For Fire Support for the Combined Arms Commander
Like its predecessors TC 6-71 (1988) and the first field manual-version of FM 6-
71 (1994), this publication is intended for you, the combined arms brigade or
battalion commander, and your staffs to help you synchronize fires with your
scheme of maneuver. You know from experience that combat forces must be
employed as part of the combined arms team. Maneuver and fires must be
synchronized and orchestrated by the combined arms commander to realize the
full potential of each arm and maximize the combat power of the combined arms
team. The same applies in principle to firepower. Mortars, cannon and rocket
artillery, naval gunfire, and air support on the lethal side, and intelligence and
electronic warfare (IEW) and information operations (IO) systems on the non-
lethal side, are various means of fire support. Each has its own advantages and
disadvantages. Each provides a measure of capability the others lack:
responsiveness, flexibility, and accuracy from mortars and artillery; precision and
destructiveness from close air support; disruption of command and control and
capability to exclude collateral damage from IEW and IO systems. Using all of
these means in combination creates a synergistic effect - the whole system is far
more effective than its parts.
The proper application of fire support requires as much skill and orchestration
from the combined arms commander as it does from the fire support coordinator
(FSCOORD). This is what this publication is about, to help clarify the art of
applying fire support at the right time and place on the battlefield.
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